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Abstract 

Students’ residence halls have been studied repeatedly during the last decades from various perspectives (eg satisfaction). 

However, our knowledge is very limited in terms of students’ emotions towards various residence hall interior and exterior 

spaces. Besides, very little study exists on the impact of homelike furniture on students’ emotions. The question driving this 

research is whether the replacement of institutional furniture with home like furniture affects students’ emotional states 

towards their residence hall? The research follows a mixed, multi-staged methodology. Stage one used structured interviews of 

students about what might make a residence hall similar to home environments. This second stage evaluates students’ 

emotions toward their current residence halls (with institutional furniture) and modified images of the same place with 

homelike furniture. We used SAM to evaluate students’ emotional reactions in terms of valence, arousal, and dominance. The 

findings of the study suggests that home like residence halls significantly affect students’ positive emotions. The most positive 

emotions (valence, arousal, and dominance) were reported on kitchenette, corridor, and yard spaces and no significant 

differences were found on in-room décor. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
1
 

Meeting the rising standards of the students regarding 

their personal space is becoming the main concern of 

university administrators [1]. The increased expectations of 

residence hall students from their living environments have 

raised considerations on the similarities between residence 

halls and houses. As a place that meets physical, social, and 

psychological needs, home is central to our lives, therefore, 

it is required that residence halls share at least a number of 

similarities with the home environment as a place where 

students spend a huge part of their time. Understanding the 

importance of this issue even “University dining facilities 
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have begun to emphasize décor, music, and lighting as a 

selling point to customers” [2]. The residence hall that 

gives a similar feeling of a home might contain proper 

facilities, is comfortable, secure, and private. It is also 

warm and friendly [3]. The concepts of the institutional or 

homelike environments are taken opposite in the literature, 

and students prefer homelike residence halls. Shedding 

light on the differences between these two according to 

Robinson, homelike living rooms can accommodate five 

or fewer people, have various style furniture, look warm 

and friendly [4]. When these attributes are applied to 

residence hall spaces, they might create similar feelings.  

The possibility of personalization of private rooms and 

providing sufficient privacy, proper coloring, as well as 

usability of common facilities, is also believed to increase 

the feeling of home among residence hall students [5]. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.22068/ijiepr.27.4.321
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While previous studies have canonized the similarity of 

the residence hall and home, it is very little known about 

how these environments affect the students’ emotions. 

Scientific evidence suggests that measuring a person’s 

emotional state is one of the most vexing problems in 

affective science. Emotions can be mainly categorized 

from two viewpoints: discrete and dimensional. The two 

viewpoints differ in how emotional states are 

conceptualized and described [6]. According to the 

perspective of the discrete emotions, each emotion  

(e.g., anger, sadness, contempt) corresponds to a unique 

profile in experience, physiology, and behavior [7-8]. In 

contrast, from the dimensional perspective, there are only 

a few fundamental dimensions that organize emotional 

responses [6]. The most commonly assumed dimensions 

are valence, arousal (sometimes referred to as activation), 

and approach-avoidance [9 - 11]. The valence dimension is 

a continuum of states of pleasure (e.g., happy) with states 

of displeasure (e.g., sad), whereas the arousal dimension is 

a continuum of states from low arousal  

(e.g., quiet) to high arousal (e.g., surprised). Approach 

motivation is characterized by tendencies to approach 

stimuli (e.g., as would likely be facilitated by excitement), 

whereas avoidance motivation is characterized by 

tendencies to avoid stimuli (e.g., as would likely be 

facilitated by anxiety [6-12]. It is possible to reconcile 

both perspectives to some extent by proposing that each 

discrete emotion represents a combination of several 

dimensions [13-14]. For example, anger could be 

characterized by negative valence, high arousal, and 

approach motivation, whereas fear, could be characterized 

by negative valence, high arousal, and avoidance 

motivation [6]. The current study aims to examine the 

residence hall student’s emotions towards the current and 

modified images of their interior and exterior spaces with 

the home like furniture. The hypothesis of this research is 

that the replacement of institutional furniture with 

homelike furniture can affect students’ emotional status. 

2. USER-ORIENTED SPACES 

Understanding the effects of space on habitats has been 

central for creating user-oriented spaces. Bearing in mind 

the effect of space on people’s emotions, it is proved that 

people are emotionally engaged with their surroundings 

[15 - 17], and more specifically with the interior spaces 

[18]. Besides, People's behavior in different stimuli is 

influenced by their emotions, and they tend to approach 

pleasant settings more [19]. User-oriented space design is 

understood to consider users' emotions as well as the 

functions of space, producing a multi-sensory space [20]. 

While there have been several studies concentrating on 

user-oriented spaces, residence halls have been generally 

overlooked among various architecture spaces. On the 

other hand, most studies conducted on residence halls have 

focused on the post-occupancy evaluation of various 

architectural spaces, where the students’ emotions and 

experiences have not been the focus. Emotion has become 

a crucial influence in the design domain from the 20th 

century onwards [20]. Accordingly, measuring residence 

hall students' emotions can be verified and elaborated 

through empirical studies. One of the cost-effective, 

simple tools which evaluate emotion is Self-Assessment 

Manikins (SAM) [21]. SAM is a non-verbal emotion 

assessment that uses pictures to evaluate three emotional 

reactions related to an event. The reactions include 

pleasure, arousal, and dominance. As mentioned 

previously, this research deals with the measurement of 

students’ emotions in a students’ residence hall using a 

self-assessment manikin method. 

3. EMOTION MEASUREMENT IN 

ARCHITECTURAL SPACES 

Historically, architectural studies have been based on 

philosophical constructs or the analysis of behavioral 

patterns to relate human responses to the design under 

investigation [22]. While such approaches provide 

descriptive shreds of evidence, they cannot specify the 

reasons for different behaviors in built environments [18]. 

The field of neuroarchitecture studies the application of 

neuroscience in built spaces, aiming to better understand 

the impact of architecture on the brain and human behavior 

[23-24]. In recent years, advancements in neuroscientific 

methods have made it possible to fill the gap between 

architecture and psychology by explaining the influence of 

different architectural styles and features on human 

perception and affective states [25]. Numerous micro-

architectural studies have investigated different 

architectural styles [26], embodiment [27], contours [25], 

height and enclosure [28], built versus natural 

environments [29-30], lighting [31], color [33 - 34], 

architectural forms and their impact on human emotions 

[18, 35], and the impact of the built environment on 

human memory [36]. However, no approach has 

systematically described different furniture and how they 

relate to the emotional status. There are various ways to 

measure people’s emotions to different stimuli and 

situations. Three main components of emotional response 

are categorized as an experimental response, physiological 

response, and behavior response [20]. 

4. THE SELF-ASSESSMENT MANIKIN (SAM) 

One of the cost-effective, simple tools which evaluate 

emotion is the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) [21]. The 

Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) is a non-verbal visual 

assessment technique that directly measures the pleasure, 

arousal, and dominance associated with a person's 

emotional reaction to a wide variety of stimuli.  SAM is an 

inexpensive, easy method for quickly assessing reports of 

affective response in many contexts [37]. This tool was 

developed by Lang [38] based on the Semantic 

Differential model (Henthfore SDM) which was proposed 

by Mehrabian and Russell in 1974. The evaluation is 

intuitive and culture-free [21, 37, 39]. The pictographic 

format of SAM makes it accessible for those with low 

literacy skills, therefore even children could provide 

ratings using the same instrument as adults. Similarly, 
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ratings from different cultures could be easily compared as 

knowledge of the English language is not a requirement. 

SAM was originally a computerized test but later was 

presented in a paper-and-pencil version. Lang and his 

associates and Bradley and Lang [37] used the 

International Affective Picture System (IAPS) and 

International Affective Digitized Sounds (IADS) as a 

stimulus to induce emotion. A series of graphical figures 

are used to elicit a single rating for each of the three 

dimensions (valence, arousal, and dominance). The 

valence dimension is a continuum of states from positive 

to negative, whereas the arousal dimension is a continuum 

of states from calm to excited. The dominance dimension 

includes a range of ratings from being controlled 

(submissiveness) to being in control. 

SAMs system has been widely used to investigate 

human emotional responses to stimuli in different 

disciplines. To recognize human emotions in natural 

speech, for example, Grimm and Kroschel [40] assessed 

the efficiency of self-assessment manikins. The study 

found that this simple and efficient method is capable of 

eliciting emotional responses at an utterance-based 

segmentation level. In another study, Suk and Irtel [41] 

examined the relationship between color attributes and 

three dimensions of emotional response: valence, arousal, 

and dominance. In their study, the participants were asked 

to show the emotional responses to each color stimulus on 

the SAM scale. In 2009, Morris and his colleagues [39] 

examined how three-dimensions of emotional responses 

(pleasure, arousal, and dominance) induced by television 

commercial stimuli can cause changes in different regions 

of the human brain. To measure emotional reactions and 

predict its related patterns of brain activation, they used 

Advertisement Self-Assessment Manikins (AdSAM1) and 

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In 

searching for an effective and feasible method to label 

emotional changes in speech, Siegert and his colleagues 

[42] used emotion labels driven from three different 

methods (Basic Emotions, Geneva Emotion Wheel and 

Self Assessment Manikins). The findings of their study 

showed that the first two methods have better coverage of 

emotional reactions and are usable in serving their 

purpose. In another study, to understand expressive human 

communication, Busso and his associates [43] gathered the 

data on emotional expression and head movements from 

ten actors in dyadic meetings. Markers were placed on the 

face, head, and hands of the participants to elicit emotions 

during scripted and impulsive spoken communication 

scenarios. Two human evaluators were employed to 

evaluate the emotional reactions using SAM. Tsonos et al. 

[44] investigated the readers’ emotional reactions to font 

and typesetting features of documents. The data were 

collected through SAM system. The results showed texts’ 

background color, and font size can predict readers’ 

emotional reactions, no matter in what language the text is 

written.  Fernandez and his colleagues [21] investigated 

the effect of emotion eliciting film clips on physiological 

responses. The study also used SAM to measure emotional 

reactions subjectively. The participants recruited for the 

study watched the film clips. The results showed a 

convergence between subjective and objective measures. 

Geethanjali and his associates [45] investigated the 

emotional reactions of Indian nondancers and the classical 

dancers to see whether they have the same perceptions of 

emotions. For measuring the perceived emotions, they 

used the Self-Assessment Manikin Scale (SAM). The 

study found no variations among the groups in perceiving 

the pictures in valence space. The variations were mainly 

reported in arousal and dominance space. Classical 

dancers perceived emotions in three-dimensional spaces 

better than non-dancer participants. Stevens et al. [46] 

investigated the relationship between soundscape 

categorization (natural, human, and mechanical) and 

subjective evaluation using the Self-Assessment Manikin 

(SAM). Recently, SAM has been implemented in several 

studies in architecture; Banaei et al [18] investigated the 

effects of different interior architectural forms on 

emotional states by considering personality traits. To 

control the number of variables in the experiment, factors, 

such as color, material, and furniture, which could also be 

important in designing interior spaces, were not considered 

in their study. 

5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

5.1. Case study research 

The studied university has 4 number of single-sex 

residence halls for female students. The layout of each 

building is different and the size of the room differs from 

approximately 13 to 24-meter square. All of the rooms are 

occupied with at least two students and the larger rooms 

occupy up to 6 students. Public bathrooms and toilets are 

located on each floor. Figure 1 shows the typical plan of a 

residence hall room contacting double story bed for better 

usage of space. Each room has a closet and a hanger and 

students use the space under the bed as storage for less 

used items. 

5.2. Participants 

The current study applied the mixed-method approach 

using both qualitative and quantitative methods 

sequentially. In the qualitative part of the study, 20 

students volunteered to participate. The students were 

asked to discuss the aspects that might make a residence 

hall similar to the home environment. A series of semi-

structured interviews more specifically concentrated on 

the furniture type and its placement in the current 

residence hall and the more ideal and homelike 

environment. The selected furniture was located at places 

such as the Kitchen, Bedroom, TV room, corridor, and 

the surrounding landscape. These items were further used 

for examining the students’ emotions using the Self 

Assessment manikins scale. In the survey and 

quantitative research part of the study, a total number of 

256 students with the mean age of 22.3 years were 

selected to participate in the study. All of the participants 

were female students residing in a university dormitory. 
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The university only accommodates female students. The 

participants were healthy and did not suffer from mental 

disorders, and had no history of psychotropic treatment 

or drug use. 

5.3. Instrument subjective measures (SAM Scale) 

We used SAMs to evaluate emotional reactions on a 

five-point scale in terms of valence, arousal, and 

dominance [10]. There are five figures for measuring each 

dimension. The participants were asked to select the 

manikin that better describes the stimulus. This instrument 

has been used to evaluate emotion and showed a high 

inter-evaluator agreement and good reliability [40] and 

provided consistent results [39]. Based on SAM ratings of 

participants, we calculated Cronbach’s Alpha to see if our 

instrument shows a satisfactory level of the internal 

constituency. 

 

 

5.4. Materials 

We selected pictures from the International Affective 

Picture System. A total of ten pictures of five spaces of the 

kitchenette, study room, corridor, landscape, and bedroom 

were used in this study, 5 from the current situation of a 

residence hall with the institutional furniture and five 

modified pictures with the replacement of homelike 

furniture (Figures 2 - 11). 

5.5. Data procedure 

Participants were asked to sit at a table. We projected 

each picture onto a clean white surface by using a slide 

projector. We instructed our participants about the test and 

showed them how to report their reactions to each picture 

in the given booklet. A pre-recorded voice was used for 

the participants for instruction. We allocated six seconds 

for presenting each image for the blank screen and 15 

seconds for rating. 

 

  

Fig 1. A typical plan of a residence hall room 

  

Fig 2. the residence hall current Kitchenet  Fig 3. Homelike gas and stove with cabinet  
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Fig 4. The residence hall current study room Fig 5. Study room with home like furniture 

  

Fig 6. Current residence hall corridors Fig 7. Corridor with homelike furniture 

  

Fig 8. Current surrounding Landscape Fig 9. Landscape with home like furniture 
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Fig 10. The residence hall room current closet  Fig 11. The residence hall room with home like closet 

 

6. RESULTS 

The first phase of the study involved understanding 

students’ perception of the homelike environment. Before 

this, the students were asked how do they use their current 

living space. It was found that in the room the students 

mostly spend their time on their bed as their territory. 

Hence the bed in the residence hall is meant to be more 

than just a place for sleeping. Students used the floor for 

eating together or group communications. Hence the bed 

for students could be compared with the student’s private 

room in the house and the floor and other spaces of the 

room as a family room. Each student had a specific coping 

strategy to adjust herself to the residence hall space. The 

students were asked to describe home with 5 words. The 

permission was taken that students’ voices to be recorded. 

The transcripted interviews were codded and later 

categorized to capture the meaning of home in the 

students’ perspective. The students described their home 

Physical and social attributes. As it has shown in table 1 

the physical attributes of the house were defined by items 

such as size and dimensions, yard, decoration and style, 

cleanness as well as amenities and facilities. 

As mentioned earlier the current study attempts to 

investigate the students’ emotional differences with their 

current (Stimulus 1) and homelike (Stimulus 2) furniture 

images in the kitchenette, study room, corridor, landscape as 

well as the bedroom. For each photo, the valence, arousal, and 

dominance were examined. A series of Multivariate Analysis 

of Variance (MANOVA) was conducted to compare the 

students’ state of emotion between the current and modified 

images of the residence hall. A MANOVA identifies 

significant differences between groups of means rather than 

individual means. Conducting a MANOVA also reduced the 

chance of a Type 1 error. Table 2 shows the difference 

between the emotional states of respondents for the 

kitchenette. It was found that the students’ valence, arousal, 

and dominance were significantly higher for a homelike 

kitchenette in comparison to an institutional one. Homelike 

study room furniture increased the students’ arousal but no 

significant differences were found in terms of students’ 

valence or dominance (Table 3). Significant differences were 

found in the valence and arousal of home-ike corridors but no 

significant differences were found in the dominance level of 

institutional versus homelike corridors (Table 4). Similarly, a 

significant difference was found between homelike and 

institutional yard space in terms of valence and arousal but 

not in dominance (Table 5). No significant differences were 

found between the students’ homelike and institutional room 

closet. 

Table 1. Students’ description of home environments 

Physical 

attributes 

Size and dimenstion Spacious, big rooms, big yard, 

Yard Gardening in the yard, 

Decoration and style Presentation of self with decoration, watching TV on the sofa, modern furniture, 

Cleanness Clean bath room, pleasurable living room, 

Amenity and facilities Wifi, private bathroom, private laundry, ability to cook, Friedge, cold drinks, loud music 

Personal room My personal room, the most secure part of the world, the ability to decorate your own room, 

Social 

attributes 

Security The most secure part of the world 

Freedom 

No limitation for the time of sleep, Baking cake, no responsibility for paying bills, the 

ability to change wall paper, freedom for managing your daily time, control over meeting 

and contacting people 

Family members and 

support 
Mother, warm food, smell of food, eating together, 

Memories Childhood memories 
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Table 2. Univariate effect for kitchen (Valence, Arousal, & Dominance) 

Dependent variable Stimulus Means 
99.9% Confidence interval 

df F Sig. 
Lower bound Upper bound 

Kitchenette valence 
Stimulus 1 1.824 1.676 1.973 

1, 294 20.925 .000 
Stimulus 2 3.932 3.784 4.081 

Kitchenette arousal 
Stimulus 1 2.358 2.196 2.521 

1, 294 8.611 .004 
Stimulus 2 2.622 2.459 2.784 

kitchenette dominance 
Stimulus 1 2.412 2.261 2.563 

1, 294 37.543 .000 
Stimulus 2 2.655 2.505 2.806 

 

Table 3. Univariate effect for institutional study room (Valence, Arousal, & Dominance) 

Dependent variable Stimulus Means 
99.9% Confidence interval 

df F Sig. 
Lower bound Upper bound 

Study room valence 
Stimulus 1 1.959 1.812 2.107 

1, 294 .767 .382 
Stimulus 2 2.176 2.028 2.323 

Study room arousal 
Stimulus 1 2.831 2.660 3.003 

1, 294 16.662 .000 
Stimulus 2 2.655 2.484 2.827 

Study room dominance 
Stimulus 1 2.108 1.939 2.277 

1, 294 .399 .528 
Stimulus 2 2.405 2.237 2.574 

 

Table 4. Univariate effect for corridor (Valence, Arousal, & Dominance) 

Dependent variable Stimulus Means 
99.9% Confidence interval 

df F Sig. 
Lower bound Upper bound 

Corridor valence 
Stimulus 1 1.777 1.631 1.923 

1, 294 18.614 .000 
Stimulus 2 3.784 3.638 3.930 

Corridor arousal 
Stimulus 1 1.912 1.772 2.053 

1, 294 9.734 .002 
Stimulus 2 3.858 3.718 3.999 

Corridor dominance Stimulus 1 1.939 1.811 2.067 1, 294 .134 .715 

 

Table 5. Univariate effect for Yard (Valence, Arousal, & Dominance) 

Dependent variable Stimulus Means 
99.9% Confidence Interval 

df F Sig. 
Lower bound Upper bound 

Landscape valence 
Stimulus 1 1.777 1.631 1.923 

1, 294 18.614 .000 
Stimulus 2 3.784 3.638 3.930 

Landscape arousal 
Stimulus 1 1.912 1.772 2.053 

1, 294 9.734 .002 
Stimulus 2 3.858 3.718 3.999 

Landscape dominance 
Stimulus 1 1.939 1.811 2.067 

1, 294 .134 .715 
Stimulus 2 4.223 4.095 4.351 

 

Table 6. Univariate effect for room (Valence, Arousal, & Dominance) 

Dependent variable Stimulus Means 
99.9% Confidence Interval 

df F Sig. 
Lower bound Upper bound 

Room valence 
Stimulus 1 2.054 1.906 2.202 

1, 294 .004 .948 
Stimulus 2 3.831 3.683 3.979 

Room arousal 
Stimulus 1 1.865 1.733 1.996 

1, 294 .367 .545 
Stimulus 2 4.081 3.950 4.213 

Room dominance 
Stimulus 1 1.939 1.801 2.077 

1, 294 .064 .801 
Stimulus 2 3.966 3.828 4.104 

 

7. DISCUSSION 

The current study aimed to examine the residence hall 

student’s emotions towards the current and modified 

images of their interior and exterior spaces with the 

homelike furniture. The hypothesis of this research was 

that the replacement of institutional furniture with 

homelike furniture can affect students’ emotional status. 

The students’ emotional state towards their current 

residence hall furniture and more homelike furniture in 

their bedroom, kitchenette, study room, corridor as well as 

surrounding landscape were examined. Adding a dish 

cabinet and replacing the gas with a more homelike one 

significantly increased the students’ arousal, valence, and 

dominance. It might be due to the fact that residence hall 

students spend significant time in the kitchenette where 

they meet their friends as well. The result of this study also 

revealed that homelike study room furniture increased the 
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students’ arousal but no significant differences were found 

in terms of students’ valence or dominance. It might be 

due to the fact that homelike furniture in the study room 

was considered exciting for students but it didn’t affect 

their positive emotion. Again, studying in a private room 

or cabin might be more appealing for students than the 

public study rooms as the students’ dominance didn’t 

increase. Significant differences were found in the valence 

and arousal of homelike corridors but no significant 

differences were found in the students’ dominance level. 

Similarly, a significant difference was found between 

home like yard and institutional in terms of valence and 

arousal but not in term of dominance. It might be due to 

the fact that minor changes in terms of room interior 

design and applying homelike furniture is not enough to 

increase the students’ valence and dominance. The 

students’ expectations of a homelike bedroom might be 

beyond furniture and could be sought in achieving privacy 

and personal space. The results of this study confirm 

previous research that even small changes in the context of 

residence halls can have a great effect on students’ 

emotions [47]. Despite students' differences and 

preferences [48], the residence hall students share a lot in 

common. Accordingly, the response of the majority of 

students to homelike environments was positive. In 

addition, the result of the study is in line with studies that 

confirm the effect of the physical setting of the residence 

hall in the psychological state of students [49]. The study 

sheds light on the fact that even changing the institutional 

furniture and not a vast renovation can have a huge impact 

on the students’ arousal, valence, and dominance. 

8. CONCLUSION 

The current study examined the impact of a homelike 

residence hall on students’ emotions. The result of this 

study sheds light on the fact that homelike features of 

residence halls affect students’ emotions positively. The 

concept of the house is a multi-facet issue that is not 

limited to physical decorations and attributes, rather, it 

involves other social aspects. This might make the concept 

of a homelike environment difficult to perceive. The study 

attempts to cluster the physical attributes in order to 

capture a tangible meaning of the home environment. The 

result of unstructured interviews of the study also 

identifies that the concept of the home might have various 

meanings for different people. For making the evaluation 

accurate and valid the current study has concentrated on 

the home like furniture that is opposite to institutional 

residence halls.  The result of the study is interesting and 

important in this case that even small changes can have big 

effects. The research has some limitations that further 

studies might address. The examination of the impact of 

architecture features on emotion is complicated using two-

dimensional images in which the participants can not 

perceive in the real world. Accordingly, in comparison to 

using VR (virtual reality) or AR (augmented reality), the 

result of studies that concentrate on two-dimensional 

images might be less accurate but it has been widely used 

as a reliable method worldwide. 
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